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Child Care Center faces budget crunch
by Crystal Kua

In themidst of a financial crunch, S.U.s
Child Care Center is also faced withparen-

tal concerns about proper staffing and a
search for anew director.
Accordingto JeremyStringer, vice president for student life,the center's budget is
$15,000 in the red but plans to keep the
center finacially viable are already in
action.
"We're trying to develop a good plan
that will allow us to keep the center open,
have it be a quality operation and still not
lose money," said Stringer.
One reason Stringer gave for the deficit
is a lower than expected enrollment. He
said that the center, which canaccommodateup to 50 children,is running at 70 percent capacity.
And while he hopes renovations planned
for the center this summer will help increase enrollment, the plans are also a
source of contention between the center's

staff and S.U. administrators.
Abbey Moon, the center's kindergarten
teacher, says workers will be temporarily

laidoff while the center is closed for renovations and administrators have refused to
guarantee in writing that they will be rehired uponcompletion ofthe repairs.
Stringer said the issue of whether workers will be rehired is "sensitive," and
added that decisions to rehire the workers
must be made on an individual basis. He
has asked center workers to come talk to
himif they haveconcerns.
A letter from Stringer's office toparents
of children at the center stated other reasons for the deficit as "failure tocurtail expendituresearly in the fiscal yearbased on
lowerenrollment; inattention tobudget details by the director; an inefficient and
complex fee schedule;and the labor intensive nature of the budget."
The letter, writtenin response to a list of
concernsexpressedby parentsabout issues

.such as staffing, estimates that 87 percent
of this year's expenditures at the center
havebeen for salary and wages.
A brochure advertising the center's
services states that the center maintains a
staff-childratio of 1-to-5 forchild care and
l-to-7 for kindergarten, butMoon says the
present ratio is 1-to- 10, which is still in
compliance with state licensing requirements.

Stringer said, "We're holding ourselves
to a stricter standard in the brochure than
weare required by law." He added that the
center "should try tomeet what weadvertise we're going to do." The brochure will
be updated with revised ratios. Stringer
said.
Another factor adding to the center's
problems is the recent resignation of
former full-time director Jeanne Turner,
who left at the endof February.Rick Bird,
S.U. director ofauxiliary services, is serving as interim director of the center until a
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director for the center is hired. A decision
on the new director isexpectedby Aug. 1
Moon said the absence of a full-time director has adversely affected operations at
the center. When there aretoo few teachers
or too many children, the director can usually lend a hand, teaching and supervising
the children, she said.
And while conditions and the overall
workload at the center are not as burdensome since additional work-study help
have been hired, Moon said that parents
are worried because, in the absence ofa director, work-study and other staff members do not have proper supervision.
Moon also contends that the absence of
the director might be in violation of WAC
388-73-450 of the state licensing requirements which says that "Each day care center shall havethe following minimum staff:
A director responsiblefor the overallman-

.
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It won't be 'business as usual' on campus today
by Mireille Hunt
Starting today, students and faculty are
| invited to weara black armband. The symbol? "The mourning of our descendants"
according to organizers of "No Business
as Usual Day" scheduled for nextMonday.
J "We are caught in a routine," said
» George Kunz associate professor in S.U.s
"psychology department and an organizer
forthe event. We forgetthat "wehavebuilt
up an armament capable of annihilating
including our descendents he said.

"
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It's like watching a bomb falling in
i motion, Kunz said, and "No Business as Usual Day" is meant to "shake
people out ofunawareness."
"It is easy to go through life uninvolved
We want people to think and to dialogue," and to share their concerns and
their fears with other people, including
those who do not think like us, said Jennifer Kelly.
telly, a theologymajor, is S.U.s Coalin forHuman Concern coordinator. With
faculty adviser Gary Chamberlain and
Chuck Schmitz, S.J., as well as several
faculty members, the student group has
been active in preparing "No Business as
Usual Day" on campus.
A series of events including film viewing, presentations and discussions (see
box)havebeenprogrammed for the day. In
addition, the faculty has been asked to

...

t
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While the most active local organizers of "NoBusiness as Usual Day" are reported to be the Revolutionary Communist
Party, S.U. professor George Kunz said the university's involvement will center more on "a question of Christian hope"
and acall for non-violence. For a list of the day's on-campus events, see today'sLooking Ahead section.
dents have grown more conservative and
supportive of the arms buildup, judgingby

'It is easy to go through life uninvolved. We want
people to think...and to share their concerns
- Kelly
with other people.'
spend at least part of the classtime discussing the possibilities of World War 111 and
nuclear destruction, said Kunz. But he
points out that the suggestion is aninvitation, not an obligation.
In preparation for the discussions, faculty membershavebeen invited to participate inaseminar on the themeofeducation
in the nuclear age.
Kunz says that hehas no idea how many
faculty members will encourage students
to discuss the issue next Monday. But, he
said, the S.U. faculty is quite liberal,more
so than the student body.
In the last few years, he said, S.U. stu-

the increased support given R.O.T.C. and
surveys about the last presidential elections.
But, points out Kunz, students and faculty are alsoinvited to wear a whitebutton

above theblackarmband. Thebuttonreads
"Hope."
The hope is that there willbe no annihilation of our race. It is "a sign that this
need not take place if we do not lapse inattention," saysKelly.
Kunz said that the recent vote by the two
Washington state U.S. senators in favor of
the MX missile wasa disappointment; but,

he said, we need to tell people that perhaps
wecan turn that situation around byurging
our representativesto stop the armsrace.
Kunz points out that the mainlocal organizersof "NoBusiness as Usual Day" belong to the Revolutionary Party, but at

S.U., the involvement in "No Business As
Usual Day" is "a question of Christian
hope" and a call for non-violence.
For the schedule of "No Business as
Usual Day" events, see the Looking
Ahead section.

Gifts of Hope continues
by Allison West fall
The Giftsof Hopeproject, adrive to collect maternity and infant goods for needy
women, hasbeen extended to May26, said
Charles Schmitz,S.J.

The drive sponsored by S.U. Students

for Life and Campus Ministry is designed
to help women who have decided to keep
their babies and seek assistance at local

agencies, Schmitzsaid.
The drive,originally scheduled toend at
Easter, is doing well. Schmitz said storage

space in BellarmineHall is beginning to

fill up.
Itemsneededinclude maternity clothes,
baby clothes, blankets, bottles, and various other baby items.
Schmitz said the project is also accepting monetary donations which will go into
a fund to buy baby furniture, and other
items.
Collection sites are in Marion Hall, the
bookstore lobby, Campus Ministry, upper
Student Union,Bellarmine front desk, and
Campion front desk.
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Chieftain doors to remain open during afternoons

by Crystal Kua
Starting May 1, the doorsof the Chieftain willremainopen in the afternoons on a
trialbasis. At last Thursday's meeting, the
senate outlined a proposal which calls for
keeping the Chieftain open past its 2 p.m.
closing so students may utilize its dining
and lounge areas for studying.
The senate also discussed establishing a
"maintenance troubleshooter" and ASSU
President David Hankins reported to the
senators on his meeting with University
President William Sullivan S.J.
Some of the details that still need to be
ironed out before a final Chieftain proposal
is drawn up include setting the timethat the
place will remain open, finding workstudy funds to pay someone to monitor the
facility and establishinga wayof surveying
student interest in the project.
Tim Leary,associate director of the student leadership office,saidhe willcheck if
work-study funds can be appropriated to
pay the monitor out ofhis budget.
John Marchione suggested having students in favor of the Chieftain idea sign a
petition. "If you support it (the proposal)
and yousign it (the petition), that's kindof
a quick survey because it's the peoplesaying 'yes'," saidMarchione.
However,JoeMaassensaidhe thinksthe
proposal should go intoeffect as scheduled
ona trial basis tosee whatkind ofresponse
it will get. Maassen addedthat prior to the
opening date, the ASSU will publicize
what hours the Chieftain willbe open.
ASSU Ist Vice President James Gore
suggested that Kevin Donnelly, who has
worked closely with SAGA on this issue,
should do further research before a final
proposal is drawn up by the student affairs
committee. The final proposal is expected
to be presented at tomorrow night's senate
meeting.
In other senate business, PamelaMiller
reportedon hermeeting withDenise Tray-

lor, adviser intern for student life, on the
possibility of combining the S.O.S. (Students OfferingSupport) program with the
senate'smaintenance troubleshooter idea.
The maintenance troubleshooter would
be a way students could voice their concerns about the condition ofcampus facilities, which the senators would then pass on
to the appropriate persons.
Miller said that Traylor suggested having the senators sit at the S.O.S. table in
order to hear students' concerns and also
letting students know they can write to the
upcoming S.O.S. column inThe Spectator
and ask any questions to the senators about
any maintenance problems.
After the senate agreed that working
withS.O.S. would be a good idea, Miller
said she would postasign-up sheet for senators to sit at the table.
The senate established at an April 13
workshop that the maintenance troubleshooter and Chieftain ideas werepriorities
they wanted to concentrate on this quarter.
Hankins reported to the senate that the
ASSU executive board's meeting with
President Sullivan was "very successful."
He added that the board will be having
monthly meetings with Sullivan to talk
about campus issues, problems and concerns.

"Ithink that's a real positive step and a
good direction of focusing on the students," said Hankins.
The senate also clarified misleading
statements in last week's senate story: It
wasreported inThe Spectator that Senator
Jane Huber had indicated it was not possible todevelop a system whereby Vali- dine
cards could be used to check out books
from the library and as a substitute for
BSSIcards inorder to run Bellarmine elevators.

Huber, who is head of the student I.D.
committee, said that the article gave the
impressionthat hercommitteehad stopped

considering the idea, wheninfact the committee isdoing furtherresearch on the matter.

Inaddition, Hankins saidit was wrongly
reported that he had talked with the city's
engineering department about getting a
stop light

installed for the Columbia and
12th Street intersection. In fact, Hankins
said, he had told the senate that he talked

with George Pierce, vice president tor administration, who had talked to members

of the engineeringdepartment.
Rather than suggesting that the senate
begin a petitiondrive,Hankins saidhehad
askedPierce ifstudent support would help
the university 's attempts tohave a stoplight
installed, and Pierce responded that he
would let him know if it was necessary.

Dear S.O.S.: New column
to act as troubleshooter

Next week The Spectator will begin
publishing as a regular feature a column
written forand by students abouta variety of campus-oriented concerns.
Writtenby Steve Hayes and Bob Phillips, the column will serveas an extensionof the 5.0.5.,or Students Offering
Support group. Students may address
questions they have about campus food
service, registration, grading policies
and the like to Hayes and Phillips, in
care ofThe Spectator.
The object of the column and the
S.O.S. tables is to work as a kind of
troubleshooter, finding answers to students' concerns and questions about
campuslife.
In addition to answering questions
from readers, the S.O.S. column will
be used to address concerns raised by
the students who stop by one of the
S.O.S. tables located aroundcampus.
Beginning today andrunning through
next Monday, the S.O.S. table will be
set up on the second floor ofPigott,just
outside the registrar's office, and will

dc
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me uutverMty vice presi-

dents.
Tom Longin, academic vice president, will be at the S.O.S. table today
from 11:30 a.m. until 1p.m; Virginia
Parks, vice president for finance and
university treasurer, will attend this
evening from 5 until 7:30 p.m.; Greg
Lucey, S.J., vice president for university relations, from 11 a.m. to 1p.m. tomorrow; Gary Zimmerman, executive
vice president, from 5 to 7:30 p.m. tomorrow evening; George Pierce, vice
president for administration, from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. Friday; and Jeremy
Stringer, vice president for student life,
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday.
Each week the S.O.S. table and
column will also feature a survey question of the week. This week's question
is, "Which other Seattle University
personalities would you like to meet at
the S.O.S. table?"
Problems, questions, ideas and responses may be addressed to: S.O.S.
Column, c/o The Spectator, Student
Union basement.

Spring is in the air and the time to protest is here
by Mark Benvegnu
Anyone harboring doubts about what
time ofyear it is would havebeen relieved

to see the big protest downtown

Saturday.
No doubt about it, spring is in the airand
"protest events" are all the rage. Promis-

ing something for everyone, Saturday s
rally was perhaps the event to end all
events.

Gathering at the Federal Building for a
rally, the protesters then marched around
until they got to the Federal courthouse.
They rallied there too.

There were some nifty hyphenated
chants like "Hell no, we won't go — we
won't fight for
and "Hey, hey,
— Texaco!,"
Uncle Sam
we remember Vietnam."
Someone even passed out programs so no
one would forget the words.
There were banners and megaphones,
picket signs, speeches, anda sing-along.It
was great, just like the '60s.
Everyone was there: coalitions, committees, activists,some guy dressed like a
horse, and even the anti-fascist marching

band. The only thingmissing was a good,
old-fashioned draft card burning.
There were plenty of great causes, too.
Some were protesting the Americanintervention in Central America, Grenada, or
South Africa. Others called for the removal of the South African consulate from "
Madison Park, and stillothers the removal
of Reagan and his friends, the multinationals, from power. Solidarity was everywhere.

MARK BENVEGNU/THE SPECTATOR
Some people just don't know a good protest when they see one. This group stationed themselves across the street from
the Federal Building to protest the protesters.

If none of these causes catch your fancy,
there were plenty more toconsider. Forinstance, there was the freezing and reversal
of the arms race, the dismantling of
Reagan's war machine, peace, justice,
jobs, gay rights, women's rights, animal
rights, and a combination of the two: feminist women foranimal rights. Thelist went

....

on andon

It was just like the '60s

time.

— in the spring-

Take an inexpensive 'trip'
to Hawaii this weekend
by Jennifer Jasper
A trip to Hawaii can be expensive these
days. Chances are, ifand when you do go,

—

—

the first thing you'd probably want to see
besides sunshine andbeaches ishula
dancers. But to see them, you'd probably
have topay a lot of money. Next weekend,
however, it'll only cost $12.
One of S.U.s most popular annual
events is theluau sponsored by theHawaiian club,HuiONani.It promises to bethe
closest thing to Hawaii and hula dancers
that you'relikely to find onthis side of the
Pacific. This year's theme is "Na Mele O
Hawaii" or "Songs of Hawaii."
The luau will start at 6 p.m. Saturday,
April 27.
The food and the hula dancers are the
mainattractions. This yearthere will be 16
dance numbers, including the dangerous
and exotic fire dance. The menu includes
Kalua Pig (ovenroasted), Lomi salmon (a
cold salad),poi (mashed taro roots),and
pineappledirect from Hawaii.
One reason the Hawaiian club puts on
the luau, saidMillie Gabo, first vice presi-

dent ot the club, is that "Hawaii is very
culturally oriented,and the luauis theHawaiianclub's wayof sharing their islands."
Gabosaid peoplego to theluau to see the
entertainment and learn about a different
culture.She added that it is a "good way to
see how people work together and the
product that comes from that work."
The24thannualluauis a result of the efforts of the entire 100-member club. "It
takes a lot of work and planning and involves a lot of cooperation," said Gabo.
Planning for the event began last spring
quarter after new officers wereelected.
Gabo said hula practice began in January and increased in intensity during the
weeks before the luau. Most committees,
such as food, decoration, and costume,
planned and workedthroughout the winter
quarter.
Lia Oliveira, chairperson of the food
committee, said the luau is a way for the
club to give its culture to S.U.

Tickets can be purchased in the booka.m. and 2 p.m. and in
Bellarmine lobby between 5 p.m. and 6:30
p.m.
store between 11

BRIAN ROONEY/THESPECTATOR

Swinging their hips, Charlene Kauahikaua (left) and Lucie Gawarin practice a
hulanumber in preparation for HuiO Nani Hawaii's 24thannual luau this Saturday.

Landscape tour shows 'best in the Northwest'
by Clarke W. Hammersley
The next timeyou walk out of thebookstore, look straight ahead and you'll see a
tree worth $5,000.
Asyou walk past this tree,glance toyour
right — you're looking at a series of vines
that havebeen carefully grafted together to
form a very rare and unique tree called a
Wisteria.
These are just are two examples of what
help make up "one of the best and most
unique landscapes in the entire Pacific
Northwest," says Jim "Ciscoe" Morris.

Morris,S.U. groundskeeperandmaster
gardener, proudly led a tour of about 37
people around campus last Thursday to
talk about the rare and expensive foliage,
as well as to dispense helpful gardening
tips for those interested in cultivating a
green thumb.
"Aren't you afraid someone will steal
it?" asked an onlooker. "This tree is well
established, it's been here for at least 50
years," Morris replied, "and when we
plant a valuable tree we sometimes put a
'deadman' (a chain connected to a rock in

the ground) on it so it (the tree) cannot be
stolen before its roots are well established
in the ground."
The tour then moved toward the southeastcorner of the Pigott building wherehe
pointed to a small Mountain Hemlock. It
stood nomore than a foot in height. "This
Hemlock is called a Bonsai. Its roots are
purposely pruned so it won't grow very
tall. It's a Japanese method of landscaping
that we interweave with a Western Alpine
landscapeto createour owntheme oncampus."

Pastorals say justice is goal of economy
thisis the second in a six-purlseries of
discussions on the U.S. Catholic Bishops'
Pastoral on the U. S. economy.
by Mark Benvegnu
The American bishops' pastoral letter
on the U.S. economy raises some fundamental questions about the basis of the
American economy and its assumptions.
The letters, said Ken Stikkers, challenges us to ask, "What is the proper end
of the economy?" and "What is the meaning ofeconomic well-being?"
Stikkers, assistant professor ofphilosophy and economics, was speakingMonday

NDSL exit

interviews
scheduled

All students who have received National Direct Student Loans and who
are leaving S.U. are required to attend
an exitinterview.
Group sessionshave been scheduled
on May 8 from9to 9:45 a.m.,12:15 to
1p.m. or 3:30 to 4:15 p.m. in Barman
102. Ifstudents are unable to attend either one of these sessions they should
go to the student loan office and fill out
aninterview form.
Holds are being placed on the school
records of students who did not sign
their promissory noteeach time they receivedanadvance from their NDSL. To
have theseholds released,go to the student loan office, located just off the
Bookstore lobby, between 9 a.m. and
4:15 p.m. daily to sign the promissory
note.

night at the secondin a series of six forums
onthe pastoral
In writing the letter, the bishops put
aside the reality that "concerns for justice
are often considered a luxury in modern
economic theory" and instead assert that
"justice must be there as a cornerstone for
the economy," he said.
Stikkers also denounced the current
opinion that "consumption is the basis of
an economy."
"The economy," he said, "is muchmore
fundamentally an activity by which we
partake in an ongoingcreation."
Stikkers noted that while researching the
economiesof so- called primitive peoples,
hefound "very strong rituals of thanksgiving, even under the most impoverished of
conditions." Only in more developed societies, he explained, did "scarcity" become an issueineconomic theory.
Property rights, another component of
advanced economics,are one source ofinjustice in those economies. "Property
rights," he said, "are derivative from
God" and are not absolute. They are contingent on the condition that they beused
for the common good.
Stikkers also criticized the "invisible
hand" theory that links the public good to
the seeking of personal interests. "Social
good does not come from merely looking
out for our own good," he said.
But social good does depend on the primacy of labor over capital, he added. Regardingcapital, Stikkers said, "The value
ofcapital, the value of wealth, must bethe
promise oflife inthe human community."
Freedom is an important part of a just
economy, he said. He cautioned,however,
that the meaning of freedom can often be
distorted. "Freedom often means the freedom to indulge andaccumulate wealth."

.

Stikkers then offeredhis own definition
of freedom, saying, "Freedom is dependent upon our ability to sever ourselves
from ourdesires."
Concerning the relationshipbetween economics and religion, Stikkers said that
faith should guide every part of our lives,
evenour jobs. "Anything short ofthis is a
sort of practical atheism."

In searching for ajusteconomy, Stikkers
suggested that weask ourselves where we
seek our salvation. "Do we find it in the
endless accumulation of material goods,
or are these ameans toa higher good?"
Karen Barta, assistant professor of theology, was also present at the discussion
and offered her comments on the letter.
She beganby citing a Newsweek article
on the significance of the Bible and its part
in American history.
The Bible has been a part of America
from its very beginnings, she explained.
"TheBible gavepioneers motifs for the future."

Despite this heritage, however, biblical
illiteracy is high among today's Americans. "The majority ofAmericans believe
that the Bible is the word of God, but they
arereluctant to study it."
The bishops' pastoral, she said, "appeals to many of these same motifs" and
added, "The Old Testament manifests a
special concern for the vulnerable of society."
Barta called the bishops use of the biblical foundations "impressive" and said that
they were used well to support the themes
of the letter including wealth and poverty,
and discipleship.
In fact, her only criticism of the letter
was that it may have contained too many
valuable ideas tobe easily digested.

He toldof twomen who were responsible for S.U.s unique Japanese/Western
landscaping theme. Over 50 years ago,he
said, a Jesuit who was fondly nicknamed
"Father Green Grass" planted many trees
and flowers on campus. Working with him
was Fujtiaro Kubota, whonot onlyhelped
him by grafting trees together Japanese
style, but was also responsible for constructing various rock formationson campus.
Next, the group moved to the west side
of the Liberal Arts building. "We're going
to turn this whole areainto a forest," Morris said enthusiastically as he explained
how he and his crew are going to let the
trees on the outer rim of the lawngrow untilthey block out the street.
Pointing to the trees lining the front
walkway,Morris said, "ThoseMount Fuji
Cherries we're going to let grow too.
Eventually they'll form a canopy over the
walkway. It'll be beautiful in the years to
come.
"We're also going to take out all the
plants below the windows and put in a
small lawn. In the middle we're going to
lay a flower bed and write 'S.U. with
them," Morris added.
In front of the Garrand building, Morris
talked about how he plans his landscape
theme,pointing to a small contorted Bristle Cone Pine about two feet tall, symbolizing a Japanese influence, and then to a
giant Sequoia tree, symbolizing a Western
influence. The tall and short trees alsoprovide balance,he said. Both are located on
Marion Street (betweenMarianand Pigott
buildings).

"The Sequoia'sjust a baby, it'll live for
another 4,000years," he said withasmile.
"And the Bristle Cone will live many years
too. Eventually, the Sequoia will cover all
of Marion Street," Morris added.
Thegroup was thenled to the east side of
Barman wherehe spoke of anotherrare and
valuable tree called a Camperdown Elm,
which has been grafted together with another kindof Elm. "There's only one place
in the city that has a better tree and that's
the Arboretum at the University of Washington. If we keep watching ours closely,
eventuallyit'llbe the most beautiful in the
state," Morris said.
Morris didn't say if there will be more
gardening tours in the future, but judging
fromhis enthusiasm for the subject and his
audience'sobvious appreciation forhis talent, it will be apopular event.
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War reparations...

Not the ultimate in fairness

But a monetary settlement can't hold all the answers. A check for a
few thousandbuckscan't bring Grandpaback, or reestablish Grandpa's
business.
More importantly, look at the other side. What kind of reparations
willbegiven to thesurvivors oftheBataan DeathMarch? TheseAmericans were marched repeatedly from each end of the isle of Bataan,
merely as punishment for losing a battle to the Japanese in the early
years of the war. Without food and without stopping, these men were
literally marched until they dropped dead.

Forty years after the end of World War 11, some rattling sounds are
issuing forth from a long-closed closet door.
)
Behind thefurorcaused by President Reagan's planned visit to a West
German cemetery and labor camp, a somewhat related issue may soon
die a quiet, unlamented death.

A 'new' piece of legislation was put before the House a few weeks
ago; another ina tedious series of war reparations bills. In their various
forms, these bills have proposed the payment of anywhere from
$20,000 to $45,000 to the survivors andthe families of the survivors of
West Coast U.S. internment camps. Theaim is to make amends for Japanese-Americans' loss of liberty andproperty.

What about the families of the hundreds of American soldiers that
died agonizingdeaths on theisland of Corregidor? TheJapanese torture
camps therearen't quite as well-known as those found inGermany. And
who launched theattack against PearlHarbor anyway?
An American reparations bill wouldbe laughedright out ofthe Japanese governmentbuildings, andofftheisland completely. Today's Japanese government can't even be convinced to adjust the numbers ofNissans and Toyotas they export.

The forced internment ofU.S. citizens was an unfortunate measure.
During times of war, some drastic actions, however harsh, are sometimes needed. And the singling-out ofthis specific portion ofthepopulation merely addedinsult to injury for thesepeople.

Spectatoreditorial policy

Pundit 'Pinion by Nancy Lewis

Unless otherwise designated, editorials appearing on these pages repreopinion of the Spectator editorial board, which consists of the
editor, managing editor andeditorial page editor.
sent the

Several political columnists will share their views here, alternating week
to week. We will also continue the tradition of having more than one
columnist toallow the expressionof more ideas and to spread the responsibility of generating stimulating commentaries each week to more than
one student.

Readers can express their views either by writing a letter to the editor or
by submitting a guest editorial to the Repartee column.
Letters to the editor must be typed, double-spaced and limited to 250
words. Theauthor must sign them and include a phone number where he
or she can be reached in case the letter is libelous or needs other editing.
Letters will be printed as soon as possible, space permitted.
The Repartee column is designed for those readers who feel confined
by the 250 word limit on letters to the editor. We ask that opinion pieces
submitted to Reparteebe no longer than four pages triple-spaced and that
a name and phone number be included. Do not hesitate to contact the
editorial page editor in advance to discuss possibleReparteeideas.
The deadline for letters to the editor is noon Monday. The deadline for
Repartee submissions is 3 p.m. Friday.

Postmaster: Send address changes to
The Spectator, 12th Avenue and East
Spring Street,Seattle,Wash., 98122.
The Spectator is published every
Wednesday during theacademic year. ©x<
eluding school holidays.Annual subscriptiorts cost $8 and third class postage is
paJd atSeattle, Wash.
The Spectrum pages feature staffedi torials and guest commentaries item its
readers. AH unsigned editorials express
the opinion of the Spectator editorial
board. Signed editorials and commontaries are the responsibility of the author
and may not express spectator opinion.
Opinions expressed on these pages are
not necessarily those of the university or
the student body.
All letters lo the editor must be 250
words or less, typed, double-spaced,
signedandmailedordelivered toTheSpecatorby Monday.All must include a phone
number and address. Letters winbe publishedona space available basis and may
beedited asneeded.
The Spectator Js located in the basement of theStudent Union building.
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Vietnam should offer some important lessons
As wereach the tenth anniversary of the
military evacuation of Vietnam, Americans across the nation are celebrating in
typical Vietnam era fashion. The nation's
streets are complete with protestorsvociferatingagainst the United States' presence
in Latin America, U.S. relations with
South Africa,andevenPresident Reagan's
proposed visit to aNazi cemetery.
Without commenting as to whether each
of theseclaims are justified,one definitely
positive aspect can be detected in the objector's proclamations. On the streets of
America, one can intercept, in a very real
sense, that for at least a segment of thisnation's population,political realismand the
rhetoric that accompanies it is not something which must be accepted enmasse.
The Vietnam experience stillsurvivesin
that what needs to be accepted is that one
who would commit a nation to war must
realize the value of human life and the
value of the individual,regardless of the
politicking which ahandful of the world's
leaders might choose to pursue.
The Vietnam War left one verypositive
manifestation on a class of Americans
which, in the wake of present demonstrations,onecan seehas obviously notleft us.
The war in Vietnam, the fourth war in
this century, let Americans partially realize the true situation behind warfare and
the state of life within it. Whois fighting
whom,and why? A solution to these problems might one day lead to the annihilation
of what seems for centuries to have been a
very viable form of carrying out foreign
policy for thenations of the worldf
In the past, several explanations have
been presented about the origins of war.
Lenin suggested that wars are caused by
the stress and strains of monopolistic capitalism, and therefore, if private capitalism
could be destroyed, warfare would no
longer exist.
Charles A. Beard suggested that wars

are caused by those who seek to make a
profit from the shedding of human blood,
such as international bankers and munitions make.
Other ideas are that wars are caused by
propagandists who poison minds, creating
open hostility between nations. Others
have suggested that war is merely the work
ofevil men in high positions, or that wars

make decisive andeven sometimes unpopular decisions, a maladjustment does exist. The paradox with a situation such as
Vietnam (or any other war),is that the determination to fight is made either by apolitical or military hierarchy, while the
combat, and extreme personal sacrifice
must be laced by men who were not confered within this determination.
Existence is all an individual fully possesses, and for another to take that away is
a complete traversing of human life. Of
what value is democracy and freedom to a
person who can no longer exist to experience it? In the wars of this century, so
many have died that death can become
merely an accepted segment of interna-

tionalconflict.
However, those who experience war
might not agreethat it is merelyamechanical part oflife. We erect abstractions, such

John Worden
arecaused by men withalust for power.
Most contemporary Western political

scientists, however, believe that though

these arguments may be valid in certain
particular instances, in general, wars are
caused by nations protecting their vitalnational interests against aggression.
The term "national interest" is not one
that canbeclearly defined. Nationalinterests can often become whatever the president or Congress says they are. The situation with Vietnam is a fine example. A
number of Americans believed we should
be in Vietnam, while others believed we
should not. However, four presidents,
fromEisenhower to Nixonconcluded that
it wasin theUnited States' "national interests" to be there, and thuswe hada decade
of war.
Though Ido believe a president must

as statues, for those men whohave died for
their country,and wecall themheroes. But
these praisesbestowed upon them they will
never hear and the monuments they will
never see.
As President Reagan asks Congress for
more aid tocontinue American exploits in
Central America, he must keep this in
mind. Today our armed forces are voluntary,but escalatedarmed conflict is synonymous withthe draft, andfor one to coerce
individuals into carrying out one's own desires is definitely lacking any sense of
moral conviction.
American life is not the only life that is
in question here, for wars are similarly
faced by most nations. Hierarchies determine interests, and then determine that
those who infringe on these interests have
become the "enemy."Of coursethose who
have infringed may not have necessarily
chosen individually, but may also have
beencoercedinto manifesting theirhierarchy's desires.

REPARTEE

Could one actually say that every Soviet,
Nicaraguan or Vietnamese agrees with
every action their leadershiphas initiated?
We certainly cannot say this about Americans. Could it be possible that many of
those whofell under the heading"enemy"
have also been in some way drafted into
fulfilling their hierarchy's desires. From
this perspective,could warpossiblybe the
statewhere manyof those participating are
in one way or another being used by those
whohave nothing to fearof death?
It seems absurd for one who has not
freely chosen to participate in a war to attempt to annihilate another, merely because the other happens to live behind a
different border.
Immanuel Kant once stated that every
individual has an obligation to regard another individual as an end, not only a
means. For a hierarchy to determine that
an individual must risk hislife to protect a
nationalinterest which that personhas not
been given anoption to consider, is a complete violation of human respect on the
part of that leadership, and results merely
in the unjustified use of another's existence.
Political realists will argue that morality
has no place in the arena of international
relations and conflict, but as was statedbefore, political interests areambiguous, and
therefore are often determined by the president, and what he feels our interests must
be.For us to callourselves a moral nation,
must we not alsohavealeader whokeepsit
in our national interest to be concerned
withall human life?
Certainly much of the agony that was
caused by the Vietnam War cannot be
called desirable, but if it can leadus to realize that if wars must be fought, they
should be fought only by those who agree
in the fighting, the Vietnam experience
willhave inone sensebeen very positive.

The fear of retaliation humiliates harassment victims
Walking downaSeattle streetindaylight
can be an ordeal. When going from Fifth
Avenue to the waterfront, a person is subconsciously aware that he or she may return inan emotionally traumatized state.
Going downtown canbe a tryingexperience for someone because sexual harassment confronts that person atleast once.
Recently, two young women went downtown toapark by the waterfront. When one
left, a poorlydressed man, talkingloudly
to himself and waving his arms around,
immediately approached the lone woman.
The man attempted to converse with the
womanabout parts ofher body. When the
manfailed toentice her,he movedon.
This man's approach to the woman can
be considered sexual harassment. Instances of daily sexual harassment vary.
Anyone can be the object of whistles,
honks, comments, andleers. This usually
occurs when the average, good-looking
person walks alone downtown, especially
onFirst Avenue.
People are constantly harassed as they
go about their business. To some, comments or leers may be flattering. But to
most, the comments are degrading and
annoying. However, whistles or comments
about a person'sbodyremind one of being
in stock shows whichare popular insome
universities' Greek fraternities.
One woman complained of sexual harassment shereceivedfrom a groupof teenageboys. The woman was walking alone,
andthe boys were across the street. As she
walked, one of the boys crossed the street
and stood in front of her, forcing her to
walk around him. She was angry and hu-

This woman said she had never before
prayed so hard for alight to change color.
Many people become angrier at the light

thanat theharasser.
Bus stops are another place where harassment occurs. Many people refuse to
take a bus because of the sexual harassment they encounter at the bus stop. One
older woman waited for the bus and was
approachedby an intoxicated person,each
time the woman innocently answered the
man's questions, he got more aggressive
toward the woman until her buscame.
Victimsof harassment allagreeit's best

Jennifer Jasper
miliated andcouldnot retaliate. If she, or
any of the people who are sexually harassed, strike back at their harassers, they
maybe risking their lives.Often theharassers will become moreaggressive if they
visibly upset the victim. The inability to
fightback leaves a person frustrated, helpless anddegraded.
While downtown, an unaccompanied
person is aware ofthe places whereharassment occurs most often: traffic lights and
bus stops. One person said the worst thing
aboutdowntown is waiting at traffic lights.
People in cars yell obnoxious and disgusting comments at pedestrians waiting to
cross the street.It can be frightening to realize aninanimate object, the traffic light,
prevents escape from harassment.
One woman said she was waiting to
cross the street andamanin atruck began
asking her if she would go out with him.

to ignore the harasser. %t many have

found that if they don't answer the harasser \ questions, such as "How's it going
beautiful?" or "Do you want to meet me
later?," the harasser gets angry and calls
them names. Depending on a person's
mood, harassment canbe seen as frustrating, degrading,funny, or amusing; but for
most people harassment is an annoying
wasteof time.
Many would love to strike back at a
harasser just once; but the fear of physical
harmcauses them to swallow a stinging reply, and walk on by.

Collage
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Beastly, best? Critic disputes reaction to rappers
by Stinson Mars
"I don't think Seattle will forget the
Beastie Boys at the Paramount for a long
time," said rapper Mike D. of New York's
rap group the Beastie Boys. Relaxed and
smoking a cigarette that was near death,
fellow Beastie Boy "MCA" added, "All I
know is that we're havinga good time."

And allIknow is that there were probably five people besides me that loved the
20 minute set the Beastie Boys gave as an
opener for Madonna"s last Seattle show.
With such numbers as Jazzy Jay's "It's
Your's," and their own "The Jerry Lewis"
expectedthe audience
and "She'son It," I
of all three shows to be tapping their feet
and clapping their hands. Instead, April
13th'scrowdbooed and jeeredthe Boys.
Why? It may have something to do with
that fact that manyof those at the Madonna
shows cannot imagine music without twodimensional visual accompaniment. Or,
perhapsthese people didn't find the Beasties glittery enough and cute enough because they didn't sport George Michael's
hairdos or Nick Rhodes' facial makeup.

And then a gross lack of taste and zest
for something new or exciting
" is a trademark affliction ofso-called wanna-be's,"
who are just fashion conscious enough to
go for stale styles (Stevie Nicks was lace
when lace wasn't cool) in clothes and not
aware enough forthe fresh fruits ofmusic's
tasty world. The Beastie Boys possessed
—
and commanded the stage they were
kings of theParamount.Iguess some people are too concerned with bopping along
and dressing up to notice goodmusic when
itslaps them inthe face.
Glen G. Boyd of "The Rocket" and Iinterviewed the group along with their road
manager Scott Jarvis, in perhaps the most
intensely weird 30 minutesof this month.

...

Your background is in hardcore
was it a conscious decision to movefrom
hardcore punk to rap?

"Mike D.:We started making funof hardcore on our first EP, which Scott produced. We've known each other for years
and all of a sudden there was this Califor-

niahardcore invasion

.. .

Howhaveyou been received in what's
considered to be a Black musical style?

so we have an access to all those people
they know what
and they all know us

...

we're doingand that it's not insulting and
fake — it's genuine.
Adrock:Half the audiences likeus
MCA: We definitely get reactions

...
...

Adrock: Yeah, never adull moment!
Mike D.: We've played at Roseland and
other Black clubs, where they actually
liked us.
Do you guys do pretty much the same
thing at thoseclubs as you do before the
people who are here to seeMadonna?
MCA: Pretty much, except we're alittle
bit nastier when we are in New York.

Mike D.: The nastier you are in New

...

York, the more they like ya

Adrock: Nah, we're nastier here! I
didn't say Iwas "King of Roseland," I
didn't say any of that

...

'I'm the King of the Paramount' did
not go down well on Wednesday night
(the openingnight).

MCA: But heis the "King of the Paramount."
Adrock: Imust've signed at least 25 autographs that night.
Mike D.: It's strange
the girls seem
always to like us more than the guys. We
don't get a good male reaction.
Adrock: All the guys boo, it's all male
booing.

...

Who do you listen to?
Mike D. and Adrock: Led Zeppelin.
BadBrains, Beatles, AC/DC, Treacherous
Three.

MCA: Ilike PinkFloyd a lot and Run-

D.M.C. definitely.

The Beastie Boys took the disputed title "Kings of the Paramount" when they
opened for Madonna earlier this month. Nearly being booed off stage did not
phase the inventive rapgroup, however. From left to right, the boys are:Mike D.,
MCA,King Adrock,and Double R, (standing).
MCA:It's sort of like if you're smokin
MCA: I'm 20,Mike's 19, and Adrock is
18. Double R is 22.
dust and youpull your ownhead off.
Isthere any particular messageyou're
Adrock: That's what are message is:
trying to put across?
'Pull your ownhead off!"
MCA: We're tryin' to have a goodtime.
Mike D.: At first you're floating, and
Adrock: We arebasically a very, very sethen you go beyond
that. And then you
— you
rious group. Nah, we are basically very
know everything
have all knowlstupid andsilly and we try not to pay attenedge.
We've got a new record, two
tion
Adrock: Yeah, we know everythingbut
songs outta the studiocalled "She'sOn It"
we're still reallystupid. You're all knowand "The Jerry Lewis," which has really
ing,
soyou might as wellrip your
stupid, big, huge drums.
— ownhead
off, whatdo you need to know you know
Mike D.: But it'slike a whole new thing
everything!

.. .

in the Bronx.Insteadofreallyrapping,it'll

belike a chant. People'll smoke dope and
just start walking around and they'll start
like wrecking trains, and smashing mirrors

...

This is pretty cosmic sounding stuff
MCA: Yeah,it is.

How'd you get a job on the Madonna
tour?
MCA: She wanted us, she called us up
and asked for us.
Adrock: We travel in the same circuits;
we played a lot of danceteria and we've
worked with some of the same people.
Mike D.:She's alittlebit more polished
than we are.

mons,

Mike D.: Our management, Russell Simis the same person who manages

Adrock: She's older than us.

Run-D.M.C. and all the major Black acts,

How oldare you?

Pakistani food brings relief
from college food doldrums
by Lance Tormey
If your taste buds have been screaming
for something different from thehumdrum
offerings on the school dinner tray, then the
Shalimar Restaurant may be the place for
you. TheShalimar a 10 minute drive from
S.U. and located at 6409 Roosevelt Way
N.E. inthe University district.

TheShalimar serves authentic Northern
Indian and Pakistani dinners ranging in
price from $5.50, for spicy lentils (called
Dal), to lamb curry simmered in a tomato
and yogurt sauce for $7.25. Each dinner is
served with soup, salad, pulao (rice), chapati (whole wheat flat bread made fresh in
the restaurant),and vegetables served with
a house dressing.
For those of you who may be going to a
Pakistani restaurant for the first time, and

wantto play it safe, I
recommendany ofthe
chickendinners they're as close to Americanfood as possible. For a relaxing yetdifferent drink, try the Punjabi tea (called

Chai).
For dessert, I
recommend thehot Gulab
Jaman, a breadeddessertmade from milk,
rose syrup, andcardamom(similar toginger).Thisdessert is suited to anyone with a
sweet tooth.
The Shalimar, with a capacity of44 people,begins to fill up around 7 p.m.
The serviceis quick and the atmosphere

is mellow.
So the next time you're looking for an
escape from the typical SAGA gruel, try
the Shalimar Restaurant for aFar East dining adventure.

Ikebana International,a formal display of Japanese art and crafts, brought
many distinguished guests to Campion Tower Ballroom last weekend. Flower
arrangementsdesigned to set an atmosphere of beauty and simplicity made up
most of the show, as well as carvings and the paintings and knot sculptures picturedhere.
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Jazz club meets bar& Grill: Oohs over Roxie's
Of course, themainattraction — center-

by Raul Yianan
piano bars? Those dimly lit,

etemember
oke-filled little night
mostly middle-aged

spots, where
patrons sipped their
listening to the timeless

Bobby and Kimberly.

cocktails while
tunes of Count Basic, Duke Ellington, or
Oscar Peterson?
There was a close, almost familial relationship between pianist and listeners at
those intimate, delightfully nostalgic little

Like most piano bar musicians, Bobby
andKimberly play selections from a repertoire they store in theirheads.But don't be
surprised if they start playing a song they
have never rehearsed. Yes, they are that
good. And for those whose tastes in jazz
are more contemporary, this pair won'tlet
you down. Bobby and Kimberly arejust as

tow,

take the best of the traditional piwith their toe-tapping music,
throw ina little neon,a few artdeco lamps,
stylish furnishings, and a full service restaurant, then arrange them with originality
and panache, and you have Roxie's.
Located just a few blocks east of Bellevue Square on Bth Avenue, just off 1-405,
this funky piano bar sits in the hub of the
eastside.
Roxie's openedlast November garnering
"oohs" and "ahs" for its' "jazz club"
meets "barand grill" approach. I'm glad
to say this combination works very well,
mainly because thisblend comes off witha
unique flair.
bars,

Roxie's embodies a new style that's become all the rage these days. Its' design is
trendy, but not oppressive. The detailing
eclectic, but not busy. The large bar is the
centerpiece, buzzing with activity,
brightly lit, and with a visual impact accented by two subtlebands of neon lighting
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BAKER BE
YOUR EXTRA
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not one, but two grand pianos, back to back, and artfully played by
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at home playing The Crusaders, Dave
Grusinand Chick Corea as when theyplay
Glenn Miller or Coleman Hawkins.
You can catch these two musicians six
nights a week, with their first set at9 p.m.
Oscar Preston performs for the Five-tonine dinner crowd.
If you're a Jazz Alley patron, you'll be at
home at Roxie's.Good food, good service
and goodtunes ina stylishatmosphere are
yours for the asking. Maybe even if you
aren't a jazz fan, you might check it out.
Younever know, youmay find yourselfgoing back for more.

that outline the bar'sperimeter.

Besides the cocktails, Roxie's features a
sushi barcomplete witha costumedOrientalchef (abit toomuch forme) anda chefs
counter wherediners can view the cooking
from swivelling, oversized chairman-ofthe-board style chairs.
,
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BK

Reserve now
for Familyand
Friends!

Budget-minded visitors to Seattle will
find theBaker Apartment-Hotela cozy,
charming placeto stay. The Baker has
fully-furnished one-bedroomand studio
apartments (linens, kitchenettes, color
TV and telephone included) in aquiet,
historicalneighborhood. Theatres,
museums,parks, fine restaurants,
supermarkets,a post officeand a variety
of small specialty shops are all within
walkingdistance.
Baker Apartment Hotel"
1121Broadway East Seattie. WA 98 102
l Reservations: (206)323-5909

Mexican
Restaurant
££k

I

Authentic

Mexican Food

open Monday throughSaturday

11:00om-6:45pm

ComerofPike & 10th
SC4-6Sl|
Orders To Go

% discount withStudent Savings Cord
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THERE'S AREASON NURSES
GET MORE RESPONSIBILITY
INTHE NAVY.
THEY'RE NAVYOFFICERS.

On one side of her collar is the symbol of the Nurse Corps.
On the other is the insignia of a Navy officer.
Itmakes a difference.
Navy nursesare responsible not only for the care of their
patients, but for the training and supervision of hospital
corpsmen and other clinical and administrative personnel.
Their choice of specialties is from thirteendifferent fields,
with positions in twenty-six cities. They earn an excellent
salary, top benefits, and that one intangible that money
can't buy —the pride and respect of a Navy officer.
For the complete story, speak to your local recruiter.
Lt. Beth James
Navy Recruiting District Seattle
Naval Station, Building 30
7500 Sand Point Way NE
Seattle, WA 98115
(206) 526-3043 or toll-free

1-800-562-4009
I
.students with ID.
I
182S '/I BROADWAY

NAVY OFFICER. ITS NOT JUST A JOB, ITS AN ADVENTURE.
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with the university'slawyers, whohave assured him that the center is incompliance
with state codes as long as Birdis serving
as interim director.
Stringer added that he met last Thursday

Child Care Center
(Continued frompageone)
agement of the day care center's

facility

and its operation, and a program supervisor responsible for the planning and supervision of the child care and children's ac-

tivities program."
The code goes on to state that "The directorand program supervisor may beone
and the same person if he or she is qualified for both positions. One or the other
shall normally be on the premises while

children are incare and another competent
person left in charge during their temporary absence."
The center has been without aprogram
coordinator for three years, Moon said.

1

\

\

XV

the job waseliminated. Birdestimated that
he spends about one and a half hours per
day at the center.
Stringer responded that hehas consulted

2NDFLOOR

323-2233
FREEPARKING
112BROADWAY AYE.E.

SEATTLE FOR THAT
NEXT SPECIAL EVENT
RESERVE AN ENTIRE
FLOOR AT THE BAKER

!

Wedding guests,anniversary guests, familyre-

—

for important events.

The Baker Apartment Hotel

1121 Broadway East
Seattle, WA 98102
Reservations: (206)323-5909
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STANLEY H.KAPLAN

Learning TVee, Montessori Day Care
needs a teachers aid (Work Study) 3-6
p.m. daily. Possible full time summer job
1721 15th Aye. 324-4788
Linda's TypingService: Papers, thesis,
proposals,resumes, letters. Types professiona ly. Speedy service. On campus
p.ck-up/del.very Free editins.Call Linda
from 4-7 p.m. at 323- 6345.
Startyour career now Earnmoney and
work on Fortune 500 Companies' marketing programs on campus. Part-time
(flexible)hourseach week.We givereferences. Call 1-800-243-6679
cno dcut oko k -j
for students. 123 12th Aye Seattle.
$450 per month. Call 1-833-2343 or 1862-7643 after 5:30

.

For Sale Z'B9 comPuter and MPI-90

prmter Llke new ' Software .' CPM Supercale, Word Pro, Basic, budget program, x-tra ribbon,connector cable, 10

discs. $600 cashcall524-0735 eves.
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bus |ipes 232-4267/recorder.
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v s whUe tux shirt, s,ze 15
D: Men
medium, call 626-6850, Kerry.
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For Sale Aerobics ticket.25 timesfor $15.
ter. Contact Lind
a4 t qo7 q
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Ford and Lincoln-Mercury have
400 for graduating seniors toward the
purchase of selected cars andtrucks.

$

Ford Motor Credit also has preapproved credit for qualified graduating seniors.
Offers end August 15, 1985. For more informationcall Ford College Graduate
Purchase Program Headquarters at 1-800-321-1536.
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VHuJy Suite 440
Seattle Wa. 98105
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FORD LINCOLN MERCURY

y

or leave messa3

There's no
doubt you're going
to make it in
thereal world,
butwhat
about yourcar?

unions. Bar Mitzvahs, High Holidays, Christmas, new babies or a professional conference
if you have friends, family or colleagues
gathering, reserve anentirefloor at The Baker.
The Bakeroffers fourone-bedroom apartments
on each floor. Each accomodates one to four
guests. When time is limited, enjoy every minute. Make it a tradition to gather at The Baker

WL TYPINGSERVICE
All typing done on
professionalequipment
Reasonable rates
Call 246-9386

Classifieds

Now in her seventh year at the center,
Moonservedas program coordinator until

\\\\\
\\ x \\ <* \

BROADWAY ARCADE

with parentsandcenter workers toaddress
and respond to their concerns. Another
meeting is scheduled for today.
Besides making capital improvements,
Stringer said the university will be trying

to a new marketing campaign to attract
more clients, which willhelpbalance the
budget. But he added that when the center
reopens,probably in August, priority will
be given to parentswhose children arenow
using the center.
In addition, Stringer estimates that the
absence of a full- time director during this
time will save $5,000, which will be used
to offset the deficit.
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*** * * MAYDAZE '85* ***** SENATE ELECTION SIGNUPS
SPRING SPLASH
Put your Ideas into action!

INTRAMURAL FESTIVAL Sunday, April 28
11 a.m.- 3 p.m.

Three live bands will provide music while you sit back and eat,
drink or play some games! KPLZ willbe giving away prizes. You
can also buy tickets for the Chieftain-PLU baseball game at 4
p.m. in the Kingdome.

Signups have been extended until Friday, April 26 to
give more Seattle University students a chance to get
involved. Come to the ASSU office if interested,

"SPLASH" shown on Buhr hall Lawn at 8 p.m.
Monday.

**'
'
ATTENTION
All
'c« 'V''«i-i-

Take a study break and join us. If it rains, watch it in the gym at

y Center.
Connolly

AND ORGANIZATIONS:

°

—
MAY DAZE GIVEAWAY

f*l
IIDC
V/LUDO

D you want to earn some extra money or maybe the
use of Tabard Inn for an evening free of charge? If so,
contact the ASSU Election Board at 626-6815 and sign
up to be a proctor.for the 1985 Spring ASSU Senate
Elections.

A trip for two to Disneyland, all
expenses paid plus spending money, will be given away at 12:30
during the Lawn Fair. Entries will be taken at all Maydaze events
through Wednesday.

LAWN FAIR

Wed., May 1 12-3 p.m. on Buhr Hall Lawn
Pike Place Market vendors, 7-Eleven, clubs, parishes, street
mimesand entertainment will all be here for your enjoyment.

SPRING SPLASH BASH Sat., May 4. 9 p.m.- 1 a.m.
Semi-formal dance at the 8.0.A. Yacht Club. Tickets on sale
now. only $10 a couple, in the Activities Office and April 23-25 in
Bellarmine lobby from 5-6:30 p.m. Advance sales only!

ASSU ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
WED

THURS

FRI
APRIL 26

APRIL 24

APRIL 25

National
Secretaries' Day

Maydaze Committee
Meeting 3 p.m.
Special Events
Committee Meeting
4 p.m.

(Thanks Debbie,
Tracey & Trish)

— ——— —
MAYI
LawnFair 12-3 p.m.

i^—

NAY*

BBQ 11-1 p.m.

APRIL 28

APRIL 29
MAYDAZE
BBQ 11-1 p.m.
BEGINS!!!
Freeboat rides with
Intramural Festivals sailing club from 2-4
p.m. at Leschi.
11-3 p.m.
Outdoor
movie
Intramural Field
"Splash" onBuhr
Bands,games,
Hall lawn at 8 p.m.
prizes & more!
(In Connolly Center if
MAY 5
it rains)

—— —

MAY 4

"Goffe^Golfing Day"

..

i^—^—

noon (Signups in
Activities Office)
Wiffle ball games
7:30in astro gym
Jaws „<" in the poo|
9 p.m.

TUES

MON

SUN

APRIL 27
Lava 6:30 p.m.
Campion Ballroom

—

.

MAY 2

f!,

____^_^

Lounge ChairClub
Croquet Tourney
4 p.m. L.A.lawn

—

CroqU
Vendors,
x
Tournament
3 p.m.
entertainment, BBQ
L.A.lawn
Winner of MayDay Beach Movie 7 p.m.
Giveawayannounced
Tabard
at 1230

-—

SAT

APRIL 30
BBQ 11-1 p.m.
Sailing Club boat
rides from 2-4 p.m.
TabardMovie night
—"Deliverance"

—

Sailjn9 Day Picnic at
Park 7«p.m.
L
Zoo FescHhi h
Food, boatt rides and
—Free BBQ!
transportation
SPRING SPLASH
provided
BASH9pm-lam
at the 8.0.A.

woodland p£k

Yacht'

Club,Semi-formal,

tickets only $10 a
couple

p

1

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

'

'

Scoreboard
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The Division Idilemma; it's a quest for survival
by Steve Fantello
We are all familiar with the fable of David and Goliath. Cute, little David
slews the big,ugly Goliath.
Inthe case ofSeattle University sports, the story just doesn't want to follow
the famous fable.
Here the underdog, small, NAIA member S.U. sports teams (David) meet
the big, ugly, overpowering NCAA Division Iteams (Goliath) and in the
sports world of crush or be crushed, S.U. is far more often than not left flattened under the sandal ofGoliath.
This year, out of the 210 games scheduled by Chieftain teams, 37 have been
against Division I
opponents. The Chiefs combined '85 record against all DivisionIopponents is 4-34.
Thrashed wouldbe an appropriate descriptive adjective for the occasion.
A majority of the poor overall records by the Chieftain teams is due to the
schools.
competition with Division I
S.U. is a member of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
(NAIA), there areno divisions among the association per se just some 30 districts across the nation.
But the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) — these are the
big boys. They are divided into three categories, Division I,IIand 111.
TheDivision I
schools have allkinds of dough to give to their student-athletes, sort oflike theFederalReserve Bank.
Soanoutside observer would likely wonder ifS.U. teams were masochists,
gluttons for punishment.
In conversation with anumber ofcoaches about the Division Idilemma the
consensus is "survival."
The men's basketball team went 0-4 against Division 1 opponents in an extensive California tour and destroyed their perfect localrecord. Why?
"Experience and anattractive schedule," saidheadcoach Len Nardonelast
winter. "We could have stayed around here and played NAIA teams, but we
might not have attracted the quality players wehave or givenour young people
good experience."
It showed, as the Chiefs destroyed NAIA DistrictIopponents. Well almost
allof them, there was a small problem with a team from Ellensburg.
Nardone has used Division I
teams also to support his program. The trips
team
each
year
the basketball
takes
are completely funded by the Division I
schools. Can youimagine that, teams paying to play S.U.
"Itsa greatboost for them. They assumeit will be an easy winand gets their
early record off to a good start." Nardone said.
Chiefs baseball head coach Dave Barb concurred.
"You've got to play a good team toattract better players."

In S.U.s situation there areno scholarships to award to exceptional student-

athletes. The basketball program does, though, have a need-based grant for
some of its players.
Oh jeez, what a terrible thought, giving money to exceptional student-athletes.
So in theworld of intense recruiting one needs an edge in attracting athletes
from other schools.
Don't get me wrong, our fine upstandingacademic reputation does indeed
when you are competing with PLU and UPS and SPU and
help, but
WWUand thebig boys U.W.,WSU, aneducation plus somebucks to help pay
for it beats just the education hands down.
Barb alsoadded that you can't just schedule weaker opponents. Obviously
you will never raise your level of improvement and there just isn't that many
NAIA schools around to play.
S.U. tennis coach Janet Adkisson intensely raised her voice to me explaining that her men's record was not terrific because of the tough Division I
schedule she arranged.
I
couldhave scheduled weaker teams, but what good does that do, sheessentially said to me. You look at other schools and they boast of their great
record, but you have to look at who they'veplayedand what good isit going to
do in playoff time.
On the other sideof the fence what if you usea good, solid record toattract
theneeded quality athletes?
Could be, said Barb, but when an athlete calls on the phone and says
"Coach what's your schedule like?" and the coach says, "Oh we play George
Fox, Warner Pacific, PLU, pretty much stay around the local competition."
Click
The baseball team started off the season playingeight Division I
teams out of 19 games. They lost themall and that can be detrimental.
It does have negative aspects as one Chieftain ballplayer commented. You
get down in a losing attitude, he said and with a poor record, you're always
playing catch up.
After theU.W. and S.U. opened their season, S.U. losing 14-4, the Huskies
head coach was quoted in theU.W. Daily saying, "Idon't know if it was because we were so good or they were so bad." "But what if your team beats a
couple of the Division Ischools?" Barb commented. "It can then be a very
positive thing."
"Look at the U.W., they opened with us and scheduled other NAIA teams
early on and now look at them," headded. The Huskies are presently ranked
15th in the nation with a 28-3 record. "Last year they openedup with WSU
and got whipped."
So the dilemma willcontinue. We like to play them and they like to play us
sort of relationship.
Whether itis good or bad is to be left up to the individual coaches, but one
thing's for sure
that darn recordain't gonna improve for years to come.

...

...

.. .

Rounding third, Chiefs' are slugging for playoff spot
by Steve Fantello
The S.U. men's baseball team has faced
the pitching arm of 14 NCAA Division I

They have passed the base
paths more than those opponents only
opponents.

once.

Last week the Chiefs fell to Eastern
I
Washington State University,
— 14-9aonDivision
Tuesday
opponent, three times
and 5-1, 8-6 in a double header on
Wednesday. The losses dropped S.U.s record to 8-23-1, excluding their contest
with Portland State yesterday.
Onecringes at a winningrecord percentage of .250, and scoffs at the idea of post

seasonplay for this team, but

...

Against all NAIA opponents the dia-

mondmenhave compiled a 5-6recordand
are 3-3 within the district, a record good
enough for third place presently, and excellent position for capturing the thirdand
final District Iplayoff spot.
It's thenevident that 13 of the Chiefs23
losses have been to the higher caliber
teams. The attitude toward this year's
squad shouldn'tbe clouded by their overall
record.
"Actually, at the beginningof the season
Ithought we'd probably win three or four
of those Division Igames," said head

Ex-Chieftain, Copan, dies
After battling cancer for the past four
months, Scott Copan, 26, died this

month at anEdmonds hospital.
Copan was a former S.U. student,
member of the Chieftain basketball
team from 1979-8 1 and wasactive in the
S.U.intramural program during thelast
four years.
The 1977 statehigh school basketball
player of the year, Copan led

Mountlake Terrace High to the Class
AAA state basketball championship
andplayed two years atEdmonds Community College before coming to S.U.
and recently served as an assistant
coach at Edmonds CC. Scott Copan
was described by many who wereclose
to him at S.U. as an exceptional athlete
and a very good friend, touching many
withhis talents.

coachDave Barb. "Iwas wrong, but thisis
a good team, we just haven't been able to
put things together."

Inconsistency, Barb said, is a good word
for the diamond men at this point in the
season.
Last week against Eastern Washington
the Chiefs went into the the fifth inning
leading 6-1. Eastern scored sevenruns in
the next two innings which resulted in the
obvious.

"We beat ourselves in that one," Barb
said understandably. "We haven't played
well inother than three or four games this
season in terms ofputting all the aspects
of the game together,hitting, pitching and
defense."
Yet Barb maintains that this team is talented and strong, convincingly saying that
Marvin Carter,brother Clarence and Willie Guerena are all capable of playing on
level, "easily."
the Division I

—

Tickets will be on sale today for the
S.U. men'sbaseball contest against Pacific Luthern University in the
Kingdome on April 28.
TheChiefs game will follow theMariners contest with the California Angels. The M's game scheduled for 1:30
p.m.
Tickets will be $5 for reserved, 100

"In our last 15 games the pitching has
been good, we've cut downon the number
of walks and are now getting ahead ofbatters," Barb commented.
It allcame together in mid-April as S.U.
beat their first Division Iopponent since
1980 and demolished Whitworth twice.
They had won seven out of their last nine.
They are now in a five-gamelosingslump.
S.U. faces the University of Washington, for the third time this year, today at 3
p.m. on Graves Field. They willplay the
University of Puget Sound in a double
header on Saturday at Lower Woodland
Field starting at 1 p.m. before playing Pacific Lutheran University in the Kingdome
on Sunday.
"I think the PLU game in the Kingdome
could very wellbe the decider for the playoffs," Barb said.
IftheChiefs capture a playoff spot it will
be the first since joining the NAIA four
years ago.

level seats and are good for the Mariners and the following Chieftaingame.
S.U. men's soccer coach Pat Raney
will be holding a "free agents" session
on Monday, April 29 from 3-5 p.m. on
the Intramural Field. The soccer open
house is for all players interested in
playing soccer for S.U. next season.
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Local Motion bursts Bubbles
by John Worden
Local Motion (3-0) joined the Commuters as the teams to beat in the Co-Rec

Orange Division.When they defeated the
previously unbeaten Bubbles 15-5 on Saturday.

As is often the case with co-rec softball,
errorsand un-earned runs can dampen the
level of competition, and thisgame wasno
exception.However,some impressive lefthanded hitting by Local Motion, which
would produce seven extra base hits made
the difference, ensuring their share of first
place.
The Bubblesled for the only time in the
top of the first inning. After Lito Reyes
reached first on an error,TheresaBell singled. AH Etema, who was three for three
on the day, then followed with a single, and
combined with threeLocal Motion errors,
two runs scored. Two batters later, Bob
Delphinsingled to drive in Etema, giving
the Bubbles a 3-0 lead.
In the Local Motion half of the first,
Robin Ho led off with a single, which

turnedout tobe theironlyhitofthe inning.
The next five batters reached base on errors,and following twobase- on balls,LocalMotion led 5-3, and they never looked
back.
In the bottomof the second, Zach Zachahi gave LocalMotion a 6-3 lead with a
lead-off homerun. In four at bats, Zachahi

homered, tripled, doubled and reached
base onanerror for a most impressive seriesofleft-handed batting. Zachahi wasresponsible for three runs-batted-in, as well
as four runs scored, not to mention some
very impressive defensive at secondbase.
Also having an exceptional game at the
plate was Local Motion first baseman
Vernon Wong, whodoubled and tripled for
two RBIs. Local Motion lead-off batter
Robin Ho was three for four in the rout,
with two doubles, two RBIsand tworuns
scored.
Receiving the win for a good outingon
the mound was slow- pitcher Harriet
Wong, whoallowed onlyfive runs(none of
which were earned), struck out two and
walked none.

Results

Snowblind23,MoldHl3

P&Gers 17, Fourplay0
MixedBunch def Bellarmine
Shades 23, GoodbyeBurla 7

Pinheads 13, Copenhagen 3
EmeraldPub 9, Greenwave8
Ch ShotGlasses 11, Yankees5

Leather to fly at Friday fights
There was the "the thrillerin Manil'er"
and now for S.U. boxing fans there will be
the "battle inSeattle".
This Friday night the leather will fly at
Washington Hall as six boxing match-ups
between S.U. students havebeen slated by
Steve Gerrish inconjunction withLionO's
Rock Hard Cafe.
The night willkick off at 6:30 p.m. with
weigh-ins at Lion O's located at Broadway
and John Street. Fights will begin at 7:30
p.m. in Washington Hall located on the
northwest corner of 14th Aye. and Fir
Street.
Kevin Van Gayer against Paul Magnatto
will begin the action, followed by Steve
Mukami battling Nelson Nakata, Steve
Fantello challenging Aric Schwan, John
Worden and Robert Prince, John Ostrowskiagainst Brian Hennand the finale,
Bill Reed andEric Reyes.

According to organizer Steve Gerrish,
the boxers will fight three one minute
roundssporting 14ounce gloves,head gear
is optional.
A referee and three judges with the
American Boxing Association will be on
hand to govern the contests, as will be a

doctor.

"There are a couple of friendly fights
and a couple of grudge matches," said
Gerrish. "As the event of the spring quarter,It'll be a shame to miss it because it's
going to be out of hand."
There are 200tickets available and Gerrish said they are going fast.
Tickets are $3.50 and available through
Gerrish at 322-2481 or Colin Mitchell at
328-2498, Carl Bissen at 328-1973 and
Lisa Pakiz at 324-5546.

JEFF ROBERTSON/THE SPECTATOR

Intramural Softball action continues through out this weekend. Get out and
enjoy thefun and sun.
Road Warrior 18, Hecto 1
69ersdefEd Win
T&C7, H-Team 0
Cheap Sunglasses 11,Mad Dog 111 0
Atpass 13, BetterBatters 1
T&C7, BetterBatters3
69ers 14, Mudhens 7
StaffInfection 6, NaKone 5
CreativeWealth def.Cocktails
Bye def BonzaiPipeline
Cocktails 14, Na Kone 12
Mudhens 8, SPH 3

Acct Nurses 14 Islanders2

-

es 0
BilboBggrs 5
skebe ,3,3 wheres Hankins 5
Softballs 10, Obscene not Heard0
Commuters 23, Dngrs Euph. 6
LocalMotion is>i5> Bubbles 5
UF's 11 12, MasterBatters 11
Nads4, Bats&Balls I
LocalMotion 10, Dngrs Euph. 3
Commuters11,UF's 116
Nads 10, MasterBatters 1
Bats & BallsdefOn Waivers

FastyjFood.

Thebest snack
on the track.

Rainier Brewing Company. Seattle. Washington

C^" V

\^

Iff]

LJc^IiKAL.
*
12th Denny on Capitol

HIII^P

Ahead
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TheBlack StudentUnion meets to swear
in new officers at noon in the Bellarmine
conference room.
A faculty workshop entitled "Education
at S.U. for a Nuclear Age"starts at 2 p.m.in
the 1891Room.

A workshopon "Politics for thePeople:
Leadershipinthe 80s" goes from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. at Mount Zion Baptist Church,
1634 19th Aye. The workshopis beingconductedby Senator Julian Bondand costs $45
to attend.

25

26
Alpha Kappa Psi holds its annual spring
banquet at Triples Restaurant at 6 p.m.
Membersand faculty advisers are invited to

29
The film, "Question of Survival,"begins
at 10 a.m. in thelibrary auditorium, aspart
of"No Business As Usual."The filmdiscusses
theconsequences to Seattle in the event of a
nuclear attack.
Dr. Marilyn Ream of Physicians for Social
Responsibility speaks on "The Final EpidemicandHow You can Prevent It" at 11
a.m. in the library auditorium.

the Registrar's office before the deadli-

30

ne.

The last day to withdraw from spring

Summer and fall quarter advanceregistration is in progress and will end April

May 1

The spring drama production of "The
Conference of the Birds" runs May 8-12in

The American IndianStudentCouncil
meets at 7 p.m. in the McGoldrick CenterThe senior class meetsat noonin Pigott
auditorium.

Carmichael Peters, S.J., and Gary
Chamberlain of the theology depart-

14

attend.
A mandatory meeting for all senior
nursing students begins at 12:30 p.m. in
the Rogge auditorium. The senior banquet

A discussion with graduating seniors on
"Career Choices ina Nuclear Age"begins
at 3 p.m. inthe library auditorium.

The Career Planning and Placement center sponsors a workshop on job search
strategies at noon in the Upper Chieftain
lounge.

etc.
Deadlines for applying for student com-

mencement speaker is May 3. Applications can be picked up at the Office of the
Vice President for Student Life, on the second floor of the Student Union building.

Wild
Wednesday

15. Withdrawal forms, with theinstructor's
and adviser's signatures must be filed at the
Registrar's office by 4:30 p.m. Please allow
enough time to obtain the necessary signaturesbefore the deadline.

The Learning Center conducts a workshop on lateralthinking from 5 to 6 p.m.
in Pigott 403.

Lt. Warran Huckabay of the ROTC department and Bradley Scharf of the political science department speak on "U.S. USSR:
Roots of Conflict" at 2 p.m. in the library
auditorium.

ment speak on "Peace Making in a Nuclear Age: A Theological Reflection" at 1
p.m. inthe library auditorium

willbediscussed.

Controller'soffice and present the receipt to

The Career Planning and Placement center sponsors a workshopon interviewing
skills at noon in the Upper Chieftain
lounge.

—

Senator Julian Bond speaks on "Collision
Course ina Divided Society"at the Mount
Zion Baptist Church, 163419th Aye. Cost to
attend is $5.
■

The closing date for late degree applications is May 1for all students graduating
inJune. All applicationsmade afterthe deadline will be forwarded to the next year. Students must pay the application fee at the

quarter classes with a "W" grade is May

Aloha Week, sponsored by Hui O Nani
Hawaii, continues today with a plate lunch
sale on Buhr lawn, tomorrow with sunglassesday, Friday with alohaattire day and
Saturday with the luau.

John Kippley, founder and presidentof the
Couple to Couple League, speaks on "Birth
Control andChristian Discipleship" at 8
p.m. in Pigott auditorium.

'Threads," the British version of 'The
DayAfter," willbe shown from 7 to 9p.m. in
TabardInn.

Students who intend to remove an "I"
grade from the winter quarter must complete the work,obtain an "I" grade removal
formfrom the Registrar'soffice, take it to the
Controller's office and pay a $15 fee, then
submit the form and receipt to the instructor
by May 3.

26. Registration hours are 8:30 a.m.to 4 p.m.
Evening registration is April 24 from 4 to 7
p.m. Add/dropbegins April 26.

Pigott auditorium at 8 p.m., except for May
12, whichbegins at 2:30 p.m. Cost to attend
is $4 for the general public and $3 for students and seniors.
Times for two events on the academiccalendar have been changed. Baccalaureate
Mass will be on June 1in St. James Cathedral at 11 a.m. and the senior reception willbeinCampion on the samedate
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.Both activities are
scheduled earlier inthe day than inprevious
years.
Students leaving S.U. at the end of
spring quarter and who have received a
National Direct Student Loan, are requiredto attend anexitinterview onMay
8 from 9 to 9:45 a.m., 12:15 to 1 p.m., or 3:30
to 4:15p.m. inBarman 102. Students unable
to attend, should contact the student loan of-

fice.
Students who received an "N" grade
spring quarter 1984, must remove that
grade by May 1. Obtain an "N" grade removal form from the Registrar's office and
submit it to the instructor. The instructor
will assign the grade and return the form to
the Registrar's office. Confirmation of the
grade received will be mailed to the student
when the processing is completed.
The fine arts department has added clarinet and trumpet lessons to its applied
music program. The clarinet teacher is
David Singer and the trumpet instructor is
Richard Werner.

Order a 16" large 1-item pizza
for $5.00!

The Spectator

Just
Ask!

is taking applications for the following
positions for the1985-86 school year:

No CouponNecessary
Ordera 16" large1-item
pizza for $5.00.

. —~*>ttotybfc0O.

3:30 pm

—

Midnight

Wednesday only, thru
April 24th, 1985.
„.

No coupons accepted
with Wild Wednesday

*

Offer 9°°d
CapitolHill and
Queen Anne stores
only

Special
v

No party discounts
honoredon Wild

Wednesday.

30 minute guarantee
suspendedon Wild
Wednesday
Drivers carry less
than $20.00.

Call US!
322-0094
OaSafUU3J*t

128 Broadway E.

Limiteddelivery area.
"1085 Domino'sPizza

Oft£ 9Q1Q

jgfg2Sn!XmN.

DOMINO'S

jaiPPk

pizza

DELIVERS

9
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Managing Editor Columnists
Reporters
News Editor
Opinion Editor Copy Editors
Sports Editor
Graphic Artists
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Production Assistant
Office Coordinator
Send resumes to The Spectator by
April 29 Call 626-6850 for
information.

